Two-Hole Mansion
Designed by Linda Violett

Quan | Material
---|---
32" | 1 x 6 (Door, Back, Floor)
32" | 1 x 8 (Sides, Predator guard)
11 3/4" | 1 x 10 (Roof)

**Floor**

**Door**
- Entry Holes: 1 9/16" dia.
- Notch for square hook

**Back**

**Side**
- make 2
  - (1) Left
  - (1) Right

**Roof**
- Saw kerfs on roof underside
  - 1/2" in from edge x 1/8" deep

**Predator guard**
- 5"
- 3 1/2"
- 2 1/2"
- 45°

**Drip guard**
- extends above and below roof

**Position floor**
- to maintain 8 1/2" drop from bottom of entry holes to top of floor (recess approximately 1/4").
- Angle floor down slightly at front for drainage.

**Drop door**
- approx. 3/8" below sides

**Optional drip guard**
- (make from scrap)

**Door pivots**
- (each side)

**Predator guard**
- Attach with 1 1/4" screws

**Square hook**
- for door latch

**Plan**
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